


KJV Bible Word Studies for GUSHED



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.

0130 + shedding + of blood +/ . haimatekchusia {hahee-mat-ek-khoo-see'-ah}; from 0129 + blood + of blood 
+ my blood + in blood + as blood + his blood + and blood + the blood + our blood + His blood + them blood 
+ with blood + unto blood + in my blood + is my blood + of her blood + by his blood + not of blood + of the 
blood + and my blood + in his blood + as the blood + is the blood + by the blood + in the blood + by thy 
blood + and the blood + them to blood + unto the blood + from the blood + and from blood + From the 
blood + That the blood + with the blood + that the blood + shall the blood + there out blood + and to the 
blood + him by the blood + and with the blood + with them in the blood +/ and a derivative of 1632 + shed +
forth + gushed + poured + abroad + he shed + and ran + is shed + to shed + runneth + greedily + was shed +
was poured + and poured + is spilled + I will pour + he hath shed + and be spilled + For they have shed +/ ; 
an effusion of blood: --shedding of blood . 

1632 + shed + forth + gushed + poured + abroad + he shed + and ran + is shed + to shed + runneth + 
greedily + was shed + was poured + and poured + is spilled + I will pour + he hath shed + and be spilled + 
For they have shed +/ . ekcheo {ek-kheh'-o}; or (by variation) ekchuno {ek-khoo'-no}; from 1537 + at + on +
off + over + among + Since + you on + through + thou on + betwixt + because + and over + by reason + 
hand and on + hand and on + for he is on + unto them on + ye out among + not unto you at + shall there be 
among +/ ; and cheo (to pour); to pour forth; figuratively, to bestow: --gush (pour) out, run greedily (out), 
shed (abroad, forth), spill . 

5240 + over + together and running +/ . huperekchuno {hoop-er-ek-khoo'-no}; from 5228 + on + more + 
than + over + above + stead + behalf + is above + us is on + the very + exceeding + them very + I am more +
but above + our behalf + concerning + of me above + mind toward + is not above + of men above + in the 
behalf + yea and beyond + with me that in thy stead +/ and the alternate form of 1632 + shed + forth + 
gushed + poured + abroad + he shed + and ran + is shed + to shed + runneth + greedily + was shed + was 
poured + and poured + is spilled + I will pour + he hath shed + and be spilled + For they have shed +/ ; to 
pour out over, i .e . (passively) to overflow: --run over . *** . huperekperissou . See 5228 + on + more + than
+ over + above + stead + behalf + is above + us is on + the very + exceeding + them very + I am more + but 
above + our behalf + concerning + of me above + mind toward + is not above + of men above + in the behalf
+ yea and beyond + with me that in thy stead +/ and 1537 + at + on + off + over + among + Since + you on + 
through + thou on + betwixt + because + and over + by reason + hand and on + hand and on + for he is on +
unto them on + ye out among + not unto you at + shall there be among +/ and 4053 + highly + beyond + 
measure + is more + ye more + advantage + vehemently + abundantly + exceedingly + it is superfluous + it 
more abundantly +/ . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.

gushed 1632 ekcheo * {gushed} , {1632 ekcheo } ,



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

* gushed , 1632 ,

- gushed , 2100 , 8210 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.

gushed - 1632 forth, greedily, {gushed}, pour, poured, ran, runneth, shed, spilled,
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English Concordance to the KJV Bible.

gushed , 1KI_18_28,

gushed , PSA_78_20 , PSA_105_41,

gushed , ISA_48_21,

gushed , ACT_01_18,
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

gushed 1Ki_18_28 # And they cried aloud, and cut themselves after their manner with knives and lancets, 
till the blood gushed out upon them.

gushed Act_01_18 # Now this man purchased a field with the reward of iniquity; and falling headlong, he 
burst asunder in the midst, and all his bowels gushed out.

gushed Isa_48_21 # And they thirsted not [when] he led them through the deserts: he caused the waters to 
flow out of the rock for them: he clave the rock also, and the waters gushed out.

gushed Psa_105_41 # He opened the rock, and the waters gushed out; they ran in the dry places [like] a 
river.

gushed Psa_78_20 # Behold, he smote the rock, that the waters gushed out, and the streams overflowed; can
he give bread also? can he provide flesh for his people?



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

gushed out and Psa_78_20 # Behold, he smote the rock, that the waters gushed out, and the streams 
overflowed; can he give bread also? can he provide flesh for his people?

gushed out they Psa_105_41 # He opened the rock, and the waters gushed out; they ran in the dry places 
[like] a river.

gushed out upon 1Ki_18_28 # And they cried aloud, and cut themselves after their manner with knives and 
lancets, till the blood gushed out upon them.

gushed out Act_01_18 # Now this man purchased a field with the reward of iniquity; and falling headlong, 
he burst asunder in the midst, and all his bowels gushed out.

gushed out Isa_48_21 # And they thirsted not [when] he led them through the deserts: he caused the waters 
to flow out of the rock for them: he clave the rock also, and the waters gushed out.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies





Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

gushed ^ 1Ki_18_28 / gushed /^out upon them. 

gushed ^ Psa_78_20 / gushed /^out, and the streams overflowed; can he give bread also? can he provide 
flesh for his people? 

gushed ^ Act_01_18 / gushed /^out. 

gushed ^ Isa_48_21 / gushed /^out. 

gushed ^ Psa_105_41 / gushed /^out; they ran in the dry places [like] a river. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies

gushed ......... gushed 1632 -ekcheo-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

gushed 1Ki_18_28 And they cried aloud, and cut themselves after their manner with knives and lancets, till 
the blood {gushed} out upon them. 

gushed 1Sa_48_21 And they thirsted not [when] he led them through the deserts: he caused the waters to 
flow out of the rock for them: he clave the rock also, and the waters {gushed} out. 

gushed Act_01_18 Now this man purchased a field with the reward of iniquity; and falling headlong, he 
burst asunder in the midst, and all his bowels {gushed} out. 

gushed Psa_105_41 He opened the rock, and the waters {gushed} out; they ran in the dry places [like] a 
river. 

gushed Psa_78_20 Behold, he smote the rock, that the waters {gushed} out, and the streams overflowed; can
he give bread also? can he provide flesh for his people? 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse

gushed ^ Act_01_18 Now <3303> <3767> this man <3778> purchased <2932> (5662) a field <5564> with 
<1537> the reward <3408> of iniquity <0093>; and <2532> falling <1096> (5637) headlong <4248>, he burst
asunder <2997> (5656) in the midst <3319>, and <2532> all <3956> his <0846> bowels <4698> {gushed} out
<1632> (5681). 
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words

gushed 1Ki_18_28 And they cried (07121 +qara) ) aloud , and cut (01413 +gadad ) themselves after their manner (04941 +mishpat ) with knives (02719 +chereb ) and lancets (07420 +romach ) , till (05704 +(ad ) the blood 
(01818 +dam ) {gushed} (08210 +shaphak ) out upon them . 

gushed Act_01_18 Now (3767 -oun -) this (3778 -houtos -) man purchased (2932 -ktaomai -) a field (5564 -chorion -) with the reward (3408 -misthos -) of iniquity (0093 -adikia -) ; and falling (1096 -ginomai -) headlong 
(4248 -prenes -) , he burst (2997 -lascho -) asunder (2977 -lathra -) in the midst (3319 -mesos -) , and all (3956 -pas -) his bowels (4698 -splagchnon -) {gushed} (1632 -ekcheo -) out . 

gushed Isa_48_21 And they thirsted (06770 +tsame) ) not [ when ] he led (03212 +yalak ) themthrough the deserts (02723 +chorbah ):he caused the waters (04325 +mayim ) to flow (05140 +nazal ) out of the rock (06697 
+tsuwr ) for them:he clave (01234 +baqa( ) the rock (06697 +tsuwr ) also , and the waters (04325 +mayim ) {gushed} (02100 +zuwb ) out . 

gushed Psa_105_41 He opened (06605 +pathach ) the rock (06697 +tsuwr ) , and the waters (04325 +mayim ) {gushed} (02100 +zuwb ) out ; they ran (01980 +halak ) in the dry (06723 +tsiyah ) places [ like ] a river (05104 
+nahar ) . 

gushed Psa_78_20 Behold (02005 +hen ) , he smote (05221 +nakah ) the rock (06697 +tsuwr ) , that the waters (04325 +mayim ) {gushed} (02100 +zuwb ) out , and the streams (05158 +nachal ) overflowed (07857 +shataph )
; can (03201 +yakol ) he give (05414 +nathan ) bread (03899 +lechem ) also (01571 +gam ) ? can (03201 +yakol ) he provide (03559 +kuwn ) flesh (07607 +sh@)er ) for his people (05971 +(am ) ? 
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gushed , 1KI , 18:28 gushed , AC , 1:18 gushed , ISA , 48:21 gushed , PS , 78:20 , PS , 105:41 gushed Interlinear 
Index Study gushed 1KI 018 028 And they cried <07121 +qara> > aloud , and cut <01413 +gadad > themselves 
after their manner <04941 +mishpat > with knives <02719 +chereb > and lancets <07420 +romach > , till <05704 
+ the blood <01818 +dam > {gushed} <08210 +shaphak > out upon them . gushed PSA 078 020 Behold <02005 
+hen > , he smote <05221 +nakah > the rock <06697 +tsuwr > , that the waters <04325 +mayim > {gushed} 
<02100 +zuwb > out , and the streams <05158 +nachal > overflowed <07857 +shataph > ; can <03201 +yakol > 
he give <05414 +nathan > bread <03899 +lechem > also <01571 +gam > ? can <03201 +yakol > he provide 
<03559 +kuwn > flesh <07607 +sh@>er > for his people <05971 + ? gushed PSA 105 041 He opened <06605 
+pathach > the rock <06697 +tsuwr > , and the waters <04325 +mayim > {gushed} <02100 +zuwb > out ; they 
ran <01980 +halak > in the dry <06723 +tsiyah > places [ like ] a river <05104 +nahar > . gushed ISA 048 021 
And they thirsted <06770 +tsame> > not [ when ] he led <03212 +yalak > themthrough the deserts <02723 
+chorbah > : he caused the waters <04325 +mayim > to flow <05140 +nazal > out of the rock <06697 +tsuwr > 
for them : he clave <01234 +baqa< > the rock <06697 +tsuwr > also , and the waters <04325 +mayim > {gushed}
<02100 +zuwb > out . gushed ACT 001 018 Now <3767 -oun -> this <3778 -houtos -> man purchased <2932 -
ktaomai -> a field <5564 -chorion -> with the reward <3408 -misthos -> of iniquity <0093 -adikia -> ; and falling 
<1096 -ginomai -> headlong <4248 -prenes -> , he burst <2997 -lascho -> asunder <2977 -lathra -> in the midst 
<3319 - mesos -> , and all <3956 -pas -> his bowels <4698 -splagchnon -> {gushed} <1632 -ekcheo -> out . all 
his bowels gushed out blood gushed out upon them <1KI18 -:28 > waters gushed out waters gushed out waters 
gushed out * gushed , 1632 , - gushed , 2100 , 8210 , * gushed , 1632 ekcheo , gushed -1632 forth, greedily, 
{gushed}, pour, poured, ran, runneth, shed, spilled, gushed -2100 floweth , flowing , {gushed} , issue , pine , run , 
running , gushed -8210 cast , casting , {gushed} , pour , poured , pouredst , poureth , pouring , shed , shedder , 
sheddeth , slipped , gushed ......... gushed 1632 -ekcheo-> gushed 078 020 Psa /^{gushed /out , and the streams 
overflowed ; can he give bread also? can he provide flesh for his people ? gushed 048 021 Isa /^{gushed /out . 
gushed 001 018 Act /${gushed /out . gushed 105 041 Psa /^{gushed /out ; they ran in the dry places like a river . 
gushed 018 028 IKi /^{gushed /out upon them. gushed <1KI18 -28> And they cried aloud, and cut themselves 
after their manner with knives and lancets, till the blood {gushed} out upon them. gushed Behold, he smote the 
rock, that the waters {gushed} out, and the streams overflowed; can he give bread also? can he provide flesh for 
his people? gushed He opened the rock, and the waters {gushed} out; they ran in the dry places [like] a river. 
gushed And they thirsted not [when] he led them through the deserts: he caused the waters to flow out of the rock 
for them: he clave the rock also, and the waters {gushed} out. gushed Now this man purchased a field with the 
reward of iniquity; and falling headlong, he burst asunder in the midst, and all his bowels {gushed} out. 



gushed , 1KI , 18:28 gushed , AC , 1:18 gushed , ISA , 48:21 gushed , PS , 78:20 , PS , 105:41





* gushed , 1632 ekcheo ,



gushed -1632 forth, greedily, {gushed}, pour, poured, ran, runneth, shed, spilled,



gushed -2100 floweth , flowing , {gushed} , issue , pine , run , running , gushed -8210 cast , casting , {gushed} , 
pour , poured , pouredst , poureth , pouring , shed , shedder , sheddeth , slipped ,







gushed ......... gushed 1632 -ekcheo->
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gushed Interlinear Index Study gushed 1KI 018 028 And they cried <07121 +qara> > aloud , and cut <01413 
+gadad > themselves after their manner <04941 +mishpat > with knives <02719 +chereb > and lancets <07420 
+romach > , till <05704 + the blood <01818 +dam > {gushed} <08210 +shaphak > out upon them . gushed PSA 
078 020 Behold <02005 +hen > , he smote <05221 +nakah > the rock <06697 +tsuwr > , that the waters <04325 
+mayim > {gushed} <02100 +zuwb > out , and the streams <05158 +nachal > overflowed <07857 +shataph > ; 
can <03201 +yakol > he give <05414 +nathan > bread <03899 +lechem > also <01571 +gam > ? can <03201 
+yakol > he provide <03559 +kuwn > flesh <07607 +sh@>er > for his people <05971 + ? gushed PSA 105 041 
He opened <06605 +pathach > the rock <06697 +tsuwr > , and the waters <04325 +mayim > {gushed} <02100 
+zuwb > out ; they ran <01980 +halak > in the dry <06723 +tsiyah > places [ like ] a river <05104 +nahar > . 
gushed ISA 048 021 And they thirsted <06770 +tsame> > not [ when ] he led <03212 +yalak > themthrough the 
deserts <02723 +chorbah > : he caused the waters <04325 +mayim > to flow <05140 +nazal > out of the rock 
<06697 +tsuwr > for them : he clave <01234 +baqa< > the rock <06697 +tsuwr > also , and the waters <04325 
+mayim > {gushed} <02100 +zuwb > out . gushed ACT 001 018 Now <3767 -oun -> this <3778 -houtos -> man 
purchased <2932 -ktaomai -> a field <5564 -chorion -> with the reward <3408 -misthos -> of iniquity <0093 -
adikia -> ; and falling <1096 -ginomai -> headlong <4248 -prenes -> , he burst <2997 -lascho -> asunder <2977 -
lathra -> in the midst <3319 - mesos -> , and all <3956 -pas -> his bowels <4698 -splagchnon -> {gushed} <1632 
-ekcheo -> out .



all his bowels gushed out blood gushed out upon them <1KI18 -:28 > waters gushed out waters gushed out waters 
gushed out 



gushed Psa_78_20 /^{gushed /out , and the streams overflowed ; can he give bread also? can he provide flesh for 
his people ? gushed Isa_48_21 /^{gushed /out . gushed Act_01_18 /${gushed /out . gushed Psa_105_41 /^{gushed
/out ; they ran in the dry places like a river . gushed 1Ki_18_28 /^{gushed /out upon them.





* gushed , 1632 , - gushed , 2100 , 8210 , 



gushed <1KI18 -28> And they cried aloud, and cut themselves after their manner with knives and lancets, till the 
blood {gushed} out upon them. gushed Behold, he smote the rock, that the waters {gushed} out, and the streams 
overflowed; can he give bread also? can he provide flesh for his people? gushed He opened the rock, and the 
waters {gushed} out; they ran in the dry places [like] a river. gushed And they thirsted not [when] he led them 
through the deserts: he caused the waters to flow out of the rock for them: he clave the rock also, and the waters 
{gushed} out. gushed Now this man purchased a field with the reward of iniquity; and falling headlong, he burst 
asunder in the midst, and all his bowels {gushed} out.
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